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The land titles system has evolved over time
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22 February

First Crown Land recorded

(James Ruse)

1 January

Torrens introduced

Computerised 

Torrens Title System

A world first

eConveyancing
reform

July

• Office of the Registrar 

General established

September

• LPI Bill through Parliament

February
• eConveyancing

timeframes announced

July
• Private concession 

commenced (world first)

August
• Stand-alone mortgages 

and refinancing go digital

2018
• Stand-alone transfers and 

caveats go digital

• New Digital contract reforms

• New Off the plan reforms

• Transfer integrated Torrens 

system to AWS



The Office of the Registrar General (ORG) is a regulator, 
advisor and litigator, working to ensure the integrity of 
NSW’s land title system
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ORG’s regulatory focus is on making sure NSW Land Registry 
Services (NSW LRS) deliver ongoing improvements to 
customers
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Regulator objectives

1. Maintain integrity, security performance and availability of 

registers, core services and systems

2. Ensure registers are accurate and up to date

3. Maintain confidence with customers and NSW public

4. Promote improvements, innovation and increased efficiency 

using greater expertise and investment in technology

5. Minimise errors and frauds 

6 Protect current competition in down stream services



ORG is working closely with NSW LRS and industry to ensure 
the move to digital continues to be a seamless experience 
across the land title system
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Digitalisation of core services

• eConveyancing

• Upgrade of LPI’s core systems

• Digital survey plans

• Digitalisation of records



Digital dealings have taken off, and now we are about to 
embark on a reset of our approach to moving to digital survey 
plans
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We will continue to focus on digitising land transactions 
in NSW
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• Disaster recovery exercises

• Subscriber audit review

• New ELNO commences

• More digital releases

• New website

• Bulk conversion of 

unencumbered titles

• New HLRV

• Progress digital survey plans

Review privacy risks 

and further 

strengthen systems

Roll-out new digital 

survey plan reform

Make all dealings 

digital (last 15%)

New value added services

Transfer remaining 

paper titles to 

electronic certificates 

of title 
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Thank you & Questions


